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How IBM leveraged technology to instill empathy and enhance employee safety

F

or the human resources
technology team at IBM,

the employee experience
is not just about working.
It’s about thriving.
IBM has approximately 55,000 U.S.
employees and in 2019, took extra steps to
help ensure their safety and wellbeing. In a
climate fueled by a shifting legal landscape
and changing executive orders, IBM sought
an adaptable, secure and powerful solution
for recording and verifying employee
COVID-19 vaccination status. So the
company did what it does best and leaned
on innovation and technology for an answer.
Addressing employee safety and
creating assurance around employee
data privacy were vital to the project’s
success. Recognizing that manual review
of vaccination status had little benefit
and high costs associated with accuracy

and time, IBM looked to Watson Health’s
Digital Health Pass. Using Digital Health
Pass also gave IBM the chance to launch
quickly while pivoting with the shifting legal
landscape at the same time.

“IBM is a fairly large
company with a big
range of people that
work for the company
all with different needs.
We aim to make sure
that employees aren’t
just working day-today, but preferably are
thriving day-to-day.”
Alex Straley
Product Manager, IBM HR Technology
U.S. Digital Health Pass Project Manager
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Solution
The dedication of IBM to employee wellbeing
made it easy to narrow down potential
solutions. Employee self-attestation and
manual review of vaccination status were
neither efficient nor sustainable. To navigate
legal considerations and unclear implications
resulting from executive orders, IBM required
an adaptable and trackable solution.
IBM believed Digital Health Pass provided the
functionality necessary to help the company
meet its goals quickly. Digital Health Pass
launched in less than one month—enabling
IBM to focus on employees first.
Digital Health Pass offered IBM an
efficient digital way to receive, verify and
record vaccination status for employees.
In return, IBM employees obtained a
digital health credential—in the form of
a sharable QR code.

Despite a general air of uncertainty across
the country, IBM gained a foothold using
DHP to help employees work safely. The
speed with which the system was rolled
out as well as its widespread use, were key
indicators of the project’s success.

“Some employees
had questions about
privacy, but we were
confident that by using
Digital Health Pass we
were following the law
and meeting employee
expectations. There’s
a feeling of safety that
IBM wanted to instill
for all IBM employees.”
Alex Straley
Product Manager, IBM HR Technology
U.S. Digital Health Pass Project Manager
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Surpassing objectives
IBM chose Digital Health Pass as a solution
because it was adaptable and could be
implemented quickly at a large scale. The
adoption of Digital Health Pass was a new
use case, so the project team understood
that there would be a few lessons to learn
throughout implementation.

actual vaccination card, ensuring an extra
layer of privacy. Additionally, Digital Health
Pass enabled employees in the field to keep
working. An easily verifiable vaccination
status through a smart device meant that
IBM employees could continue on-site
field work.

What IBM didn’t anticipate were the ways
Digital Health Pass surpassed the
original objectives.

Secondly, the question of vaccination status
at the time was sensitive and personal.
Relieving IBM HR employees of manual
verification meant they had more time—
to give to employees who needed them
the most and engage in discussions that
matter. IBM HR professionals conducted
one-on-one in-depth interviews with
any employee who submitted a request
for accommodation, or exemption to the
vaccine mandate.

One additional benefit of Digital Health Pass
was the sharable digital representation
of an employee’s vaccination status. This
digital representation allowed individuals
to show their status without revealing their

“Our HR teams took
the time to really
understand and focus
on the employee. They
took the time to care and
hear their perspective
and not just make a
checkmark. That’s an
important aspect of how
IBM handled things,
even though those
conversations were
very difficult and 			
often emotional.”
Alex Straley
Product Manager, IBM HR Technology
U.S. Digital Health Pass Project Manager
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Gaining clarity
Digital Health Pass proved flexible and
robust enough to meet the IBM project
challenges with a short runway to launch,
and IBM was able to help maintain
employee confidence and trust. Any project
in a similar context moving at speed is not
immune to challenges and hurdles along
the way. Lessons learned around employee
communication served to better the overall
experience and improve communications
for the future.
Despite the difficulties of an accelerated
project timeline and the need to help
a large number of employees, several
thousand people at IBM had their
vaccinations validated in the first few
days. One weekend, approximately
6,000 people successfully submitted
their validations.

When uncertainty was the new normal, and
legal variables changed frequently, IBM
offered its employees a sense of clarity
and direction through Digital Health Pass.
While vaccination status may continue to be
divisive, caring for employees is not.
As the vaccination climate evolves, the
commitment IBM has to transparency and
empathy for its employees remains the
same. The use case for Digital Health Pass
established in this project demonstrates
the capability and capacity for this type 		
of technology.
IBM and Digital Health Pass proved
that collaboration and innovation, while
sometimes bumpy, are worth the time
and effort.

“Using Digital Health
Pass was about as
easy as it could be. I
followed the directions
to upload my CDC paper
vaccination card and
then HR confirmed
when I was registered
with IBM. I felt more
at ease going to an
office knowing that
vaccination verifications
were happening at all
sites in the same way.”
IBM employee
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About IBM

About Watson Health

Solutions Used

International Business Machines Corp. is
an information technology company, which
provides integrated solutions that leverage
information technology and knowledge of
business processes. It operates through
the following segments: Cloud & Cognitive
Software, Global Business Services, Global
Technology Services, Systems, and Global
Financing. Learn more at ibm.com.

IBM Watson Health is a data, analytics,
and technology partner for the health
industry. Supported by the innovation of
IBM and intelligence of Watson, we are
committed to helping build smarter health
ecosystems. Through the combination of
our deep industry expertise in health, data
and analytics, actionable insights, and
reputation for security and trust, Watson
Health is working together with its clients
and partners to help them achieve simpler
processes, better care insights, faster
breakthroughs, and improved experiences
for people around the world. Learn more at
ibm.com/watson-health.

Digital Health Pass is a technology-based
solution that offers organizations an efficient
way to verify COVID-19 vaccination and test
status for employees and customers, so
they can visit your offices, stores, stadiums,
airplanes, universities, government
buildings and other locations. In addition to
verification of vaccinations and tests, this
end-to-end solution provides a streamlined
and easy way for individuals to obtain a
digital health credential (as a QR code) and
share it with your organization.
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